
Frequently Asked Questions

This section of FAQ for "PICASO, Related Display Modules and Softwares" covers all the 
frequently asked questions related to,

1. PICASO processor
2. uLCD-24PTU
3. uLCD-28PTU
4. uLCD-32PTU
5. uLCD-32WPTU
6. uLCD-43P/PT/PCT
7. Graphics Composer and PICASO
8. 4D Workshop4 IDE and PICASO
9. Miscellaneous

Q01. Can i use a custom made or third party USB to Serial to program a PmmC or 4DGL pro-
gram to the Display Module?

Ans. No, you shouldn’t use a third party or custom made USB to Serial converter. Warranty Note 
on each product page states,

Q02. If i don't set the Baud rate in the 4DGL code and use serin() and serout(..), what baud rate 
does it start with by default?

Ans. It starts with 115200 Baud by default.

Q03. Can i use FAT formatting on the uSD card in a PICASO based display module?

Ans. Yes, you can use FAT formatting. Make sure it is FAT (aka FAT16).

Q04. What is the maximum baud rate that I can achieve with a PICASO based display module?

Ans. You can get up to 600K Baud.

Warranty Note: PmmC/Firmware or user application code programming should only be 
carried out using the 4D Programming cable (4D Programming Cable). Any malfunction 
because of custom or third party USB to Serial converters or Serial(RS232) to Serial(TTL) 
level converters will void the warranty.

It also applies to all 4D products which require an interface from the PC to the module 
for testing using 4D Software Test Tools.

It applies to all the purchases on or after 1st of July 2011.
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Q05. Can i use custom displays with the PICASO processor?

Ans. No, Unfortunately there are so many variants of the display driver ICs that it is hard to have 
a generic PmmC file with external display settings. PICASO based modules do need a specific 
PmmC file with the display initialization settings fully built in to the PmmC. Users who wish to 
get custom Display Solutions, should contact 4D Systems.

Q06. Does PICASO processor have live video input?

Ans. No, it doesn't have live video input.

Q07. Can I save my variables in to the internal Flash of the processor in run time?

Ans. No, you can't. If you wish to save permanently in run time, you should save in to the uSD 
card.

Q08. Does PICASO processor support 8bit images?

Ans. No, it doesn't. Please make sure the images/videos/animations you set in the Graphics 
Composer software tool are 16bit.

Q09. Can I change the orientation of the display modules in run time?

Ans. Yes, you can change the orientation in run time. See the Workshop 4 - PICASO 4DGL Inter-
nal Functions Reference Manual document for more details.

Q10. Why does the contrast command not work with the LCD Display Modules?

Ans. The LCD screens do not support contrast settings because of their design. You cannot 
change the contrast on an LCD, though you can turn the display On or Off.

Exception: uLCD-43P/PT/PCT module could have the Contrast changed as it’s an RGB display 
with the Backlight controlled through the PWM output from the SSD1963 chip on board.

Q11. Is it true that gfx_Trianglefilled() command slower then drawing other filled shapes?

Ans. Yes, gfx_Trianglefilled() is slower than drawing other filled shapes becauase there is no 
‘display internal’ commands that allow fast filling in the triangle.

Q12. I am having problems communicating with the uSD card?

Ans. Make sure your uSD card supports SPI interface which is what the on board PICASO pro-
cessor connects to the uSD card with. There are some duplicate cards in the market which fail to 
work with SPI with accuracy. No specific brands, it is just that they are duplicates of the popular 
uSD brands.

Q13. Does PICASO support I2C?

Ans. Yes, it does, but only as a MASTER. It wouldn't work as a SLAVE device. Please note, I2C is 
only available in Designer or ViSi Environments.
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Q14. Does 4DGL support floating point variable types?

Ans. No, it doesn't. There is half floating point partially implemented by one of our Moderator 
on the support forum. It could be helpful to do some of the floating point calculations. Check 
this link.

Q15. Does PICASO support 8bit variable types?

Ans. No, it supports only 16bit variables.

Q16. At what rate can i scan the GPIOs of the PICASO through 4dgl code?

Ans. You can scan the GPIOs at a rate of about once every 250usec.

Q17. After playing a WAV file I hear a high pitch sound, how can i stop that?

Ans. Use pin_Set(..) command to turn the Audio Amplifier off after playing the WAV file. Refer to 
the Workshop 4 - PICASO 4DGL Internal Functions Reference Manual Document for more 
details.

Q18. I am not sure if i got a Touch or a Non-Touch Module, How can i check it?

Ans. Please make sure you bought a Display module with a Touch. Check your invoice for the 
part name. If you buy it directly from us the part name should have a "T" that indicates Touch. 
Such as all the following modules are Touch based.

-uLCD-24PTU
-uLCD-28PTU
-uLCD-32PTU
-uLCD-32WPTU
-uLCD-43PT

Physically, you can check the 4 wires of the resistive Touch panel to confirm whether you have a 
Touch or a Non-Touch Display module.

Q19. I think the Touch panel on my Display Module is faulty, How can i test it?

Ans. Check the Q21 and make sure you bought a Touch module. To test the Touch, follow the 
steps below.

-Connect the module with the PC through our USB to Serial Converter.
-Download the code attached. 
-Open the file in Workshop 4 IDE Software , Select the Platform and Compile the code. 
-Select the correct Com port and download the program.
-Now touch the screen with a stylus pen or your finger and see if the line follows the touch.

This will prove if the Touch is working or not.
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Q20. The Touch calibration on my module is out, how can i calibrate it?

Ans. Connect the module with the PC, open Workshop 4 IDE Software, Create a new project, 
select your product, choose Designer Environment. Now, select the correct Com port and press 
‘Touch Calibration’ button under the Tools menu. Your module will be programmed with the 
calibration program. Follow the prompts on your display screen to calibrate the module. Once 
you have done the calibration, new touch setting would remain in the flash unless the PmmC file 
is installed or it is recalibrated.

Q21. Can i call a .4XE or .4FN file from another .4XE or .4FN file?

Ans. No you can't. You need to return to the Main which resides in Flash from the .4XE or .4FN 
file first. You can't jump from one .4XE or .4FN file to another.

Q22. Can I power the PICASO based display modules through 3.3V?

Ans. All of our PICASO based display modules have on board protection diodes and 3.3V regula-
tors, they have forward voltage drops. Therefore you need to provide 5V to the display modules.

Q23. Can I make folders on the FAT formatted uSD card and use it with the PICASO based 
display module?

Ans. No, you cannot use folders in the uSD card with the PICASO based display modules. It 
should just have files in the root folder.

Q24. What is a 4FN File?

Ans. NWhen you compile a 4DGL file which doesn't have a "Main" Function, a 4FN file is generat-
ed as relocatable source code. A 4FN file can be loaded, then called from the Main program that 
resides in the FLASH memory of the Processor.It works just like like a function, and can be 
discarded when no longer required, freeing up memory. You can also pass arguments to a 4FN 
file from the Main Program. It can return values to the "Main" Program. You can return from a 
4FN file to the Main Program at the same point where you called the 4FN file.

Note: A good example of this technique can be found in the 4DTETRIS.4DG program which can 
be browsed through the Samples -> Picaso Designer ->  
..\4D Labs\Picaso Designer\PICASO - DEMO\EXECUTABLESSOURCE

Q25. What is a 4XE File?

Ans. When you compile a 4DGL file, the compiler generates an executable file with an extension 
.4XE 

When you download the compiled code, the 4XE file gets downloaded to the FLASH or RAM 
depending on the option selected in the 4D Workshop3 IDE. When a 4XE program is saved to 
FLASH, the program will start whenever power is applied. 

Note: If #MODE RUNFLASH is added to the start of the program, the program actually executes 
from FLASH memory. If #MODE RUNFLASH is omitted, the program in FLASH is loaded into RAM 
before it is run. A program that is run directly from FLASH runs a little slower than a program 
run from RAM, but has the advantage of leaving the RAM space free for running CHILD pro-
grams.
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Q26. Is it recommended to download/run the 4DGL program from the RAM during development 
stages?

Ans. Yes, it is desirable to download/run the program from RAM to eliminate unnecessary 
FLASH write cycles.

Q27. How can i use 4XE file as a child program?

Ans. A secondary (CHILD) 4XE file can be saved to the uSD card and called from the Main pro-
gram that resides in the FLASH. Once loaded, a child 4XE file takes full control and runs from the 
RAM. When you reach "Exit" in the 4XE file code, the module goes back to the start-up routine 
returning control to the Main Program in FLASH, in effect restarting it. You can pass arguments 
to a 4XE file from the Main Program. The 4XE File cannot return anything to the Main program.

Q28. Where can I find a 4XE or 4FN file?

Ans. When you compile a 4DGL Source code a 4XE or 4FN file is generated (depending on 
whether you have the "Main" function in the 4DGL Source code or not) at the same file location 
where the 4DGL Source Code exists.

Q29. When I change the Orientation of the Display module, does the origin of the Touch Screen 
change?

Ans. Yes, with the change in Orientation, the Display Origin as well as the Touch Screen origin 
changes.

Q30. What Colours are available for use with the Graphics functions?

Ans. An assortment of colours are available that range from 0x0000 to 0xFFFF. A full listing of 
these colours can be found in the 4DGL_16bitColours.fnc file, which is located in the installed 
directory of the 4DWorkshop. This file can be accessed through the Workshop by firstly inherit-
ting the file as so;

#inherit "4DGL_16bitColours.fnc"

Right click on the file and click 'Open file at Cursor'. This will display all possible colours. The 
same technique can be used on other inherit files to view their details.
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